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MESSAGE FROM THE EDITOR
From our spring concert and Dorney trip for the music ensembles, from going from wearing 

masks to taking them off, putting on a fantastic performance of Shrek Jr. The Musical, and having 

our first in person field day since 2019, it 's been a fun time at GCMS. As editor of the magazine 

club, I would like to say how proud of everyone who contributed to the magazine. Because of the 

creative, intriguing, and captivating photographs, articles, essays, poems, and more I have 

received, each marking period we have made an amazing magazine. I have truly enjoyed being the 

editor of the magazine, and I am thankful for this experience that GCMS has given me. I hope you 

all enjoy your summer break and the last magazine of the 2021-2022 school year. - Catherine 

Humphrey



School  New s

Read on to find out what has 
been happening in our 
school!



From the week of May 23-May 26, Student Council hosted a 

scavenger hunt where students journeyed across the school, 

following clues given to them to receive a final prize. The 

winners were Molly Glennon, Cristopher Hernandez, and 

Benjamin Pilipski.

Clue One:Put the pedal to the metal and race to find the clue where lift ing 

takes place.

  

  

 Clue Two: A pretty sound fills your ears before you reach 
this place. Down the stairs there?s instruments and chairs, 
look around and take a picture there.

Clue Three: The name of this room is a part of a flower, 

where science grows by the hour. 

Clue Four: Put on a show as the spotlight glows. Look where they work the 

sound and the clue will be found. (the clue was later changed to the 

auditorium instead of the auditorium balcony)



Behind the Scenes of Field Day

By: Alix Fliegler

Field Day on May 25th w as a h it for everyone including 
teachers, students, and the House Leaders. Here is a little 
behind the scenes of how  it w as such a success! First, the 
lip-sync dance kicked off  the day. Mrs. Silverthorne, Mrs. Halkias, 
and Mr. Bishop w ere terrif ic choreographers for the House 
Leaders. We m et at lunch for the tw o w eeks before f ield day 
and brainstorm ed, choreographed, and practiced our dance. 
We looked at past dances and dances that w ere perform ed to 
the particular songs w e w anted. It w as so fun  to create th is 
part of the day and w e all en joyed w orking together at lunch 
and becom ing friendlier w ith each other. 

For the f ield day gam es, the House Leaders and advisors 
brainstorm ed a certain  num ber of gam es, placed them  
throughout the school, and designated one House Leader to a 
gam e. An addition  w as added th is year w here each House 
Leader picked a non-House Leader/ friend to help them  run the 
gam e. Field day w ent very sm ooth ly and the spirit w as 
through the roof! 

   

      



 On June 3rd, 4th, and 5th Grover Cleveland Middle School students 

put on the production of Shrek The Musical Jr.  It was clear that each 

cast member was enjoying themselves as they performed on stage, 

and the stage crew also had fun moving around the set pieces as 

well as operating the lights and music.  The singing, dancing, and 

acting in the musical were amazing and the props and set were 

phenomenal. In particular, the show featured a large tower, 

beautifully painted, that was able to hold three people as they 

performed. The musical was also very entertaining; the audience 

enjoyed it, as they laughed and smiled frequently throughout the 

show.  The show began with young Shrek being sent off by his loving 

parents to live his life in a swamp.  However, when Shrek is older, 

fairytale creatures are exiled to the swamp by Lord Farquad. To right 

this wrong and get his swamp back, Shrek must go on a dangerous 

quest with his sidekick, Donkey, to rescue Princess Fiona from a 

dragon and bring her to Lord Farquad who agreed to give him his 

swamp back in return. However, Fiona and Shrek end up falling in 

love instead and in the process, they both realize that they are 

perfect just the way they are. Hence, not only did the show provide 

entertainment, but it also portrayed the powerful message that 

people may have unique traits, but that does not make them any 

less than anyone else. In fact, differences are strengths! 



Q and A with a Cast Member:

Q: What  was your  favor it e par t  of  t he show ?

A: My favorite part of the show are the songs ?Forever?, ?I?m a Believer?, and 

?Morning Person?. - Catherine Humphrey, Duloc Performer/Deer.

Q: What  was t he best  par t  about  being a m em ber  of  t he cast ?

A: My favorite part about being in the cast was making new friends and 

learning more about singing, dancing, and theater as a whole. It was my first 

time being a part of a play at GCMS, and it was an overall fun experience - 

Catherine Humphrey, Duloc Performer/Deer

Q: Were t here any t echnical dif f icult ies before or  dur ing t he show ?

A: Sometimes the microphone would have feedback and the tech crew would 

have to figure it out.  It was a hard job to control so many microphones. Leslie 

Fernandez-stage crew

The spotlight was more difficult than I thought it would be.  You had to know 

the entire show in order to m, make sure you knew the cues for when the light 

was needed.  It was an awesome experience. Julian Solimo-stage crew.

Audience reviews:

Melissa and Giselle Fernandez loved the loudness of screaming in 

the opening to wake the audience up. 

 Mr. Kotlewski loved the ensemble numbers.  There was so much 

energy coming off the stage.

 Mr. Tobey thought there was excellent costume design.  He also 

thought there were spirited performances from the entire cast on 

all grade levels.

Ky McGoldrick: I think the singing was even better than I 

anticipated. The costumes and props helped make the show come 

alive.



Congratulations to the first class of the GCMS National Junior Honor 

Society. Thirteen students were inducted into the inaugural year of our 

NJHS chapter. Each inductee had to show excellence in the five pillars of 

the society. Scholarship, Service, Leadership, Character, and Citizenship 

were all judged to determine selection. Students had to earn a grade point 

average of 95% or higher, receive a teacher?s recommendation, and write 

multiple essays in order to make it to the selection committee. They were 

then judged through the lens of the NJHS rubric to determine the 

inductees. Less than 7% of students qualified for the prestigious society. A 

special thank you goes out to Mrs. Giangrasso and Ms. Manfre for putting 

in the groundwork to help set up and for co-advising this new society at 

GCMS. Make sure to keep an eye out for your opportunity to apply for the 

second class of the GCMS NJHS society next year. You may view the NJHS 

website for more information.

GCMS NJHS 2022 Class 

Ryan Anderson, Alexis Capaccio, Emily Chomko, Roselyn Goodgold, Julia 

Kornberg, Angelica Parathath, Benjamin Pedrazzi, Matthew Peralta, 

Samuel Remington, Isabella Rosa, Juliana Schott, Jaclyn Sepe, and Thomas 

Tucci

https://www.njhs.us/


Charlotte Meany 

    Dresscode

 Over many years the topic of the dress codes in schools has come up 

everywhere. Whether it is on social media, on the news, or even in our own 

school it?s all the same. Many people have conflicting opinions when it comes 

to the rules and regulations of the dress code. This is why it is important to 

communicate with the people in charge. Last year, a group of students 

brought their opinions to Mr. Bertollo and a group of other teachers. This 

allowed for feelings to be shared and for changes to be made. A similar group 

of students is currently working with all different people from the town. 

Teachers and students from GCMS and JCHS are all working together to revise 

a new dress code that is appealing to everyone. Everyone should have a voice 

no matter where they come from or who they are. If anyone has concerns or 

recommendations for the upcoming school year?s dress code, please email 

them to 26cmea@student.cwcboe.org.



Count  Basie Fi lm  
Fest ival

Amazing job to the contestants!



 

Two Grover Cleveland Middle School students submitted entries to The 

Count Basie Center Teen +College Film Festival. Eighth Grader Pilar 

Jacobs and Seventh Grader Emma Tourian each created amazing entries 

to this prestigious contest.  Pilar submitted ?A Dog?s Day: Featuring Luna? 

and Emma submitted ?Sibling Superpowers.

Each entry had to follow some basic rules for submission.  All films had 

to have a maximum length of ten minutes.  They could not use any 

copyrighted images or music.  Films had to be legally owned by the 

student and submitted no later than the submission date.

Submissions were judged based on a rubric that evaluated how each 

filmmaker utilized the medium to get the point across in a creative 

manner.  The judges took into account the storyline, cinematography, 

technical aspects, sound, editing, and social media presence.Pilar Jacobs 

won ?Best Film: Middle School? and Emma Tourian was chosen as an 

?Official Participant?.  The GCMS community is so proud of the films 

these two creative students have produced.  You may view the films 

through the Count Basie link.

https://thebasie.org/film-fest-2022/
https://thebasie.org/film-fest-2022/
https://thebasie.org/film-fest-2022/


In September, I got an email from Mr. Bertollo announcing that the 
Count Basie Teen and College Film Fest will be returning to GCMS. 
When I received this email, I knew I had to enter. I?ve always had and 
found a liking in creating and directing my own films. I love the idea of 
deciding how a specific plot or story can end. As it got closer to the due 
date of the festival, I still wasn't sure about what I wanted to do. I just 
knew I needed to enter. After struggling, I realized what the best 
option was. My own dog, Luna. Luna is a two year old Australian 
Shepherd who my family got in the summer of 2020. I knew she would 
be the best option because I realized who wouldn?t want to watch and 
enjoy a film about a dog. Being in this film festival has been a positive 
experience for me. This festival has allowed me to learn from industry 
professionals about the process of creating a film in a professional 
environment. My film was awarded ?Best Film: Middle School?. This 
was a really exciting experience for me as this was my first film I had 
ever created. I look forward to creating more films in the future and 
use the knowledge I have gained from the Count Basie Film Festival to 
do so.  - Pilar Jacobs 

Hi, I?m Emma Tourian and I produced the film ?Sibling Superpowers? for the 
Count Basie Film Festival. In this piece I?m going to talk about how I got the 
idea and created the film. Surprisingly, it was much harder to come up with the 
idea for the film then it was to make the film. I knew I wanted it to be 
superpower related, but I couldn?t figure out what to do. One day I was 
watching T.V with my younger brother, Luke, when I got the idea for my film. 
Two siblings that have Superpowers. In the end I ended up bringing my 
brother into the film, as well as my mom. It took a while to film and edit it, but 
in the end I got it all together. 

Count  Basie Teen and Col lege Fi lm Fest  Ref lect ions



Pr ide Essay 

Cont est

Congratulations to the 
winners from our school!



PRIDE in Public Education is a campaign that shares the successes 

of New Jersey?s public schools while building community support 

and involvement.  PRIDE programs help increase community 

awareness of the great things happening in our public schools.

One of the PRIDE program's activities this year was the Essex 

County PRIDE Essay contest.  Each grade level was given a 

themed topic to write about. 

The topics for the contest were as follows:

6th Grade- ?Who is a person during your school years who has 

instilled pride in you?

7th & 8th Grade- ?Why is it important to accept others for who 

they are? ?

The middle school winners were:

6th Grade-2nd Place-Kayla Wilson

7th Grade-2nd Place-Vincent Fagioli

8th Grade-2nd Place-Sienna Wilson

Erica Brock 4th grade teacher at Washington Elementary and 

chairperson of the Caldwell-West Caldwell Education Association's 

PRIDE Committee announced the winners. They have presented 

their awards at a Board of Education meeting.  It was definitely a 

proud moment for the students and the CWC community.



Motivational speaker and author Brian Tracy once said, ?The greatest gift that you can give to others is 

the gift of unconditional love and acceptance.? Respecting each other and accepting each other for their 

uniqueness is what should be most important. When we choose to accept each other for our 

differences we are saying to that person, you are different and that?s okay with me. 

When a person accepts the differences of another, they are showing empathy. Empathy is the ability to 

put yourself in the shoes of another. While we may not be able to fully understand what a person is 

going through or what they have dealt with, we can feel for that person and lend support if needed. 

With empathy, acceptance plays a vital role in the ability to comprehend what an individual is going 

through. 

Accepting the differences of others also allows individuals to grow individually and also to grow their 

friendships. We may not understand different cultures, ethnicities, or religious beliefs, but the 

willingness to learn can open many doors. If a person chooses to not accept an individual because of 

different religious beliefs they may be missing out on meeting an amazing person. Being open to these 

differences that make us all unique can help us to create trust in each other. 

 Acceptance of differences is an easy concept to understand but even harder to put into action. 

Sometimes we as human beings get in our own way and create roadblocks to acceptance. These could 

be the way we were raised, the way we saw things portrayed in movies and television, or where we 

were raised. If we have a lack of diversity in our community then we aren?t as likely to be as open to 

differences. In conclusion, accepting others can create unique opportunities for everyone. We develop 

our empathy for those with differences and those with similarities. We must work to overcome our 

anxiety with change and be willing to have an open mind. As famous author J.K. Rowling wrote in Harry 

Potter and the Goblet of Fire, ?Understanding is the first step to acceptance, and only with acceptance 

can there be recovery.?    

Pr ide Essay Contest  Winner  Vincent  Fagiol i



Acceptance by Sienna Wilson

 
Acceptance.  Acceptance can be interpreted in many different ways by many different 
people.  The dictionary defines acceptance as ?the action or process of being received 
as adequate or suitable, typically to be admitted into a group.?.  To me, not one 
definition that I?ve read, from the dictionary, or countless people on the internet, has 
truly captured the full essence of the word.  I think that acceptance is one of the things 
that each individual has their own definition of.  Acceptance is also a choice that each 
individual has to make.  People have to make the choice in life to accept other people. 
Accepting other people is the ability to see that others have their right to be their own 
unique being.  Acceptance is extremely crucial because it opens a door to compassion 
for oneself, and for others surrounding.  Especially in complicated and inconsistent 
times like this it?s important to be able to accept people around you because people 
need some sort of stability.  Humans as a whole crave stability because it makes us 
feel more in control and secure, we dislike instability because it makes us feel insecure 
and generally overwhelmed.  By being able to accept other people it gives you those 
stable relationships that are so solidified you begin to become closer and closer.  
People also need acceptance because you never know what someone is feeling, or 
going through.  Sometimes just someone asking ?are you okay??, can change 
someone?s life forever.  Some people may  tend to feel like a ?black sheep? and it?s very 
hard for those kinds of people to fit into a specific group or clique.  One of the leading 
causes of depression is isolation or loneliness, and the leading cause of suicide is 
depression.  Those people that feel like ?black sheep? or feel like they don?t fit in, have a 
very hard time being accepted by other people, because they are different and maybe 
other people don?t feel as comfortable reaching out to someone different. This topic is 
so predominant and heart-wrenching to me because I had a cousin who felt like he 
was a black sheep.  He had always been different, and he knew he was different.  It 
hurt him very deeply that he wasn?t able to create those stable relationships with 
people, because people wouldn?t accept him like they should have.  Because people 
didn?t reach out to him and create those bonds with him, he felt that loneliness and 
isolation so strongly.  He took his own life at age 35, the people around him started to 
feel the sadness he once felt,  And what?s sad is that it took him dying for everyone to 
finally feel that compassion and accept him. Finally, acceptance is so important 
because it allows you to feel compassion for people that you may not even know need 
it just as much as you.  It makes one feel stable and helps to grow relationships that 
will benefit you for life.  



        Pr ide Essay by  Kayla Wilson

 Google defines ?pride? as a feeling of deep pleasure or satisfaction derived 

from one's own achievements or the achievements of those with whom one is 

closely associated.                                                           

The very first person in my school life that instilled the pride that I have for 

myself  was my old principal, Mr. Scott Keena. He showed me how to have fun 

in what I do and how to do it respectfully. He played competitive games with 

us in the lunchroom such as checkers, a foul-shot game, and this game called 

?the bouncy game?.   The logistics of how these games are played is really not 

the point, what was most important was how he showed us to take pride in 

ourselves.  I remember the first time I played the game with him I won, I was 

so happy and proud of myself. Thinking back to that day makes me think that 

he played those games with us to teach us a lesson. 

In every game he played with us, he was always proud of us for trying to beat 

him. Every time I tried to play him in checkers I always lost, but after the game 

he would always say ?good game? or ?you will do better next time?. His words 

always encouraged me to keep trying so that one day I could beat him. The 

way he always championed us to rise to the occasion, even when we felt 

defeated, gave me hope that anything was possible if I just kept trying. Now 

that he is retired and no longer my principal, I still think of him and the words 

he used to encourage me to always try hard and be proud of myself no matter 

what happens.  I use the lessons he taught me each time I play sports. When I 

am in goal while playing soccer or taking a shot on the basketball court and I 

miss a basket or a save, I hear his words.

Raising my self confidence was not the only way he helped me be more proud 

of myself.  The way he showed pride for our school taught me that when 

people have a common love for something and show school pride, they can 

work to make the school better. Being positive and kind also makes you have 

more of a sense of pride in things. 



Teacher  
Appreciat ion Week

Thank you to all our school's 
teachers who make a 
difference every day!



THANK YOU TEACHERS
For Teachers Appreciation Week from 
Monday May 6 to Friday May 6, the 
Magazine Club decided to show our 
appreciation of our teachers by giving them 
shoutouts!  Our schools teachers have  not 
just been working hard, they have gone 
above and beyond to help us learn. I would 
like to give a shoutout to all of GCMS's 
teachers. All of GCMS's teachers make a 
difference in their student 's lives. -Catherine 
Humphrey (Editor)

TEACHER SHOUT-OUTS
1. M iss. Kuhrt  is GCM S?s new est teacher. She teaches eighth grade social 

studies. She is alw ays w ill ing to help her students and she is nice to everyone. 
I really enjoy her class.

2 . M rs. Spina is such a fun teacher to have.  She made language arts the most 
fun subject  in sixth grade, and teaches in a unique and memorable w ay. She is 
so nice and funny.

3 . M r. Kot lew ski is a great social studies teacher! He teaches you many skills 
that  w ill be very helpful. 

4 . M rs. Pellechia w as a teacher I had in seventh grade, and she  improved my 
w rit ing more than I ever could have imagined. Her class w as alw ays so 
interest ing and she inspired me to make my w rit ing more creat ive and inspire 
others. She is also the advisor of the Young W riters Club at  GCM S w here she 
enters her students in w rit ing compet it ions and helps many of them to get  
published in books or w in pr izes. She is very kind and support ive of all of her 
students, and I w ill miss her very much w hen I go to high school. I w ill alw ays 
come back to visit  her!

5 . M rs. Hajjar w as a teacher I had in seventh grade. She w as alw ays w ill ing to 
help me w hen I had t rouble in math, and she w as kind and support ive. Her 
class w as never bor ing or extremely hard. She w as alw ays w ill ing to give us 
extra help, even w hen w e w ere on Zoom.  



        6. Mr. Bishop is one of my favorite teachers here at GCMS. He has made science the most fun 

for me and my science class, throughout all these years. We all love to joke around and I especially 

like to cause a daily annoyance that leaves us both laughing. I will definitely be back next year to 

see you and I will make sure to drag my brother back by the ear. -Samantha Ging

7. For all of eighth grade, Mr. Weiss and Mrs. Salvanto consistently fueled my interest in 

literature, as well as analytic and creative writing. They have such an enjoyable way of teaching that 

leaves me excited for the next class. I find myself interacting with my other peers, along with 

teachers, in a way that exceeds most other classes. Their class feels much more interactive, and 

functions similar to a community (especially in our book club groups). Though smaller groups are 

nice, I find that the real discussions are had between everyone in the class. Mrs. Salvanto and Mr. 

Weiss? language arts class is one that all students consistently participate in, and will be one that I 

will remember for the rest of my life. Thank you both for this incredible experience. -Henry Slater

8. Mr. Tobey is a new teacher this year and has been doing amazing. He is amazing, funny, 

and kind, always  putting his best face forward. This year with him has been incredibly fun and all 

of his students love him. -Ella Flanagan

    9.  Mrs. Otinsky was my social studies teacher in sixth grade. She was one of the     nicest 

teachers I have ever had, and she made our class both interesting and fun. I especially loved how 

we got blue tickets as a reward for doing well on tests and in class, getting to sit on the special 

swivel chair, and when we sang happy birthday in French together for class birthdays.  She helped 

me to make the best of remote school by being positive. 

      10. Ms. Halkias has definitely improved my skills in science this year, and she definitely has 

prepared me for high school. She is a super fun teacher to have, and she makes science fun by 

having us participate in interesting labs and activities. 

       12. Ms. Doldron was my health teacher this year, and I wish I got to have her for more than 

one marking period! She always made the subject more interesting by providing examples and 

giving us help when we needed it.



Young Wr i t er s Club 
Com pet i t ion

Read on for creative and 
beautiful poems, stor ies, 
and reviews that were all 
entered in a contest for our 
school!



 Creat ive Wr it ing 
Prom pt

Inform at ional/

Nonf ict ion Prom pt

You must tit le your 
poem with the name 
?Out  of  Order .? Write a 
poem in any style or 
format that you would 
like so that it 
corresponds with the 
tit le. 

Using the image posted 
above, write a short story 
about anything related to 
the picture. It can be the 
way you start or end your 
story or even just 
describing and bringing 
the scene to life. It can be 
from anyone or anything 
in the pictures 
perspective.

Seen any new movies 
recently or just 
finished a book?! Write 
a detailed review 
about a book or movie 
of your choice. Be sure 
to address both 
positive and negative 
aspects. 

Poet ry Prom pt



Due Date: May 25t h  



Poetry winner

Out of Order by Nora Scheid

Words and Letters

Both could possibly be the greatest acrobats to have ever lived

Oh how they contorted and performed, no matter where they were

On books, websites, signs, and technology

At home, school, work, anywhere they could seize the opportunity

Sometimes they were selfish, stealing the spotlight from others

Fueled by their hunger for recognition, praise, and validation

I was their puppet, attached to their strings of misconception

Similar to mismatch socks, no two I picked were alike, no matter how hard 

I tried

If I were to pick two purple, I would end up with a green and a blue

It seems that the only thing that has become predictable in this world is 

unpredictability

Nothing seems to go the way I plan, want, or expect it to

Life, is a walk on a tightrope, living with the constant fear of falling

Although I may be scared, the acrobats aren?t

Confident and daring, failure is not an option

Each of their performances, unique and different, never the same

Perfectly crafted routines, flawlessly executed

Words and letters, the undercover acrobats

For the people like me, every day is a new chance to witness the 

performance of a lifetime



?Out Of Order?  -Poetry  Participant
By Jacob Levine

This is all just a malfunction

Sitting in my room, sitting in my own kaputt doesn?t help the pain stop

My emotions don?t have an off button

The switch remains on, taking the force of a simple hug to power off

But I am lonely and have no one to comfort me

For I am just a machine, with a routine

For I am just wires and soot

I am rusty, thrown out in the scrapyard of exile

I have nobody to comfort me, to see my welded parts

Held together by a thread and some deformed glue

I am but a motherboard with programming to turn this malfunction off

Crying never bode well for anyone

Take my scraps and build something new

My purpose has been fulfilled and the cycle will continue

I have no worth anymore, so toss me out and recycle my parts

Take this new creation and name it after me

For it will be an upgrade, a better version of what you see

Its new parts won?t be rusty, but shining with prosperity



Creative Writing winner

Mother of the Earth by Lucas Krogmann

Nobody remembers being born, not even the Earth. She remembered 

some parts, bright flashes through a purple haze. Then, she simply 

existed. She created water, which she blanketed herself in. When she felt 

that the sun was too hot and bright, she created air and clouds that 

helped her stay cool. She shrunk herself so that she may walk across the 

land that had been her. The land still lived like she did, but it did not 

think. She felt the connection between herself and the land, but she no 

longer felt what it felt. She created litt le creatures that walked across the 

land and swam in the waters of Earth, as she called the land. She then 

named herself Mother of the Earth. 

All was fine until the humans came. She molded them out of clay and 

watched as they walked about the land. She enjoyed watching them 

make litt le communities. They soon came up with new ideas and created 

big cities. Everything was fine, when they fought each other, she always 

helped make peace. The ancient years came with brilliant ideas and 

inventions. The Greeks made up stories about her. The Romans too. She 

was happy and at peace then.

Many long years later the humans seemed to forget her. They built 

factories that poisoned the air surrounding their world. They threw their 

trash in the oceans and rivers. They destroyed her forests. Her misery will 

continue unless someone stops them.

But some hope still remains, for one day someone will speak out for her, 

and other voices will follow. One day someone will change the world. 

Until that day comes, she will continue fighting for what is right.



Call Us What We Carry-An Eye-Opener to the World of Poetry

 by Mary Grace Cosgrove

Amanda Gorman boldly includes in her poem entitled ?Ship?s Manifest? that, ?This book is a 

message in a bottle. This book is a letter. This book does not let up? (Gorman 2), and it is the 

most accurate description that could have ever been created for a book as inspiring as her own.

Throughout the riveting collection of poetry, Call Us What We Carry, by Amanda Gorman, one is 

able to feel every emotion that Gorman felt as she wrote down the words of her book. She is so 

inspirational to me personally because she has the gift of sending powerful messages 

throughout her words that can change the world. I was originally blessed to hear Gorman?s 

words as I watched her present her arguably most famous poem, ?The Hill We Climb?, at the 

2021 presidential inauguration. Her words touched the hearts of famous people like Barack 

Obama, Oprah Winfrey, Lin Manuel Miranda, and many others. However, what she may not 

have realized at that time was that she deeply inspired me, a thirteen-year-old girl in the 

suburbs, who was watching her from the television in her living room. Shortly after, I was lucky 

enough to receive a copy of her debut book, and because it caused such a change in my life I 

believe that it is quite necessary for others to add to their must-read list.

Many use the expression ?go out with a bang? to describe how the best part of a good book 

is usually the ending, and Amanda Gorman did just that. However, she didn?t just go out with 

a bang. She drew the readers in, kept them on the edge of their seats, and nurtured them 

with her creative words the entire time. As a poet myself, I thoroughly enjoyed the use of her 

craft with many examples of creative wordplay, for example when she used two phrases 

back-to-back with different meanings. For example, in the first poem in the book, ?Ships 

Manifest? she exclaimed, ?This book is awake. This book is a wake? (Gorman 2). This section 

of the poem spoke to me heavily because I thought it was interesting that she utilized words 

that sound the same alone or together, but can be used differently in order to portray the 

same topic. The word ?awake? and the words ?a wake? mean completely different things, yet 

show how Gorman wanted to show all of the possibilit ies of interpretations that her book 

could mean to different people. She uses the same strategy in ?The Hill We Climb?.  Another 

one of my favorite parts of the book was how Gorman presented her writing differently in all 

of her poems. The reader was able to experience this in many of her works, like how in the 

poem ?At First? she presented her writing as if it was texted from a phone, and in her poem 

called ?America? where her words were demonstrated on the stripes of an American flag. My 

personal favorite example of Amanda Gorman using pictures to enhance her writing was in 

her poem entitled ?Anonymous? where the white characters were written in a black surgical 

mask. In this poem, she bravely stated, ?Who were we beneath our mask? (Gorman 180). In 

saying this, I interpreted it to be taken literally due to the masks we wore during the 

pandemic, but also figuratively because of people pretending to be someone they are not, or 

?masked?.



For me personally, I feel as if there are no negative aspects to poetry because it is all 

about interpretation. With that being said, I do think that there are things that could have 

been added to the book to make it even better than it already was. One of my ideas would 

be to add author?s notes from Amanda herself, and about how she was feeling at the time 

of her writing the poem. I also think that it would connect her to the reader more in a way 

that they could both relate to each other in the process of understanding their feelings. 

Many of her poems mentioned current events or past historical events, and she provided 

brief explanations. With that being said, I think that providing more detailed historical 

explanations to support her poems would take them to the next level.

Gorman has taught me so many things, that I know it would be important for other 

people to experience the book in the way that I did. As Gorman said herself in the last 

stanzas of her poem ?The Hill We Climb? and the book as a whole, ?When day comes, we 

step outside of the shade/ Aflame and unafraid./ The new dawn blooms as we free it/  For 

there is always light,/  If only we?re brave enough to see it/  If only we?re brave enough to be 

it? (Gorman 211). If you read this book- whether it be the whole thing, one chapter, or 

even just one poem, I can say confidently that it will make a difference in your life just like 

it did in mine. Call Us What We Carry will make you see the world differently, and make you 

a better individual. The power of words is the best one that there is, and Gorman used 

hers to her advantage. Call us what we carry is a must-read for all ages.



 Poet r y

Read on for a creative and 
beautiful poem!



Dear  Reader ,

L ove f eel s l i ke uncont r ol l abl y  smi l i ng ar ound you.

L ove l ooks l i ke your  gl owi ng sk i n and f l owi ng hai r .

L ove sounds l i ke your  voi ce and t he way you speak.

L ove smel l s l i ke t he per f ect  day t emper at ur e t hat  l ed me t o you.

L ove t ast es l i ke t he wor ds comi ng out  of  my mout h and f l oat i ng ar ound 
you, t r y i ng t o seem cool  t o i mpr ess you.

Then I  r eal i ze, you ar e l ove.

You ar e my r ock. My mor ni ng bel l , my l ove spel l , t he way t hat  I  f el l .

For  you. You t ake my emot i ons and t oss t hem ar ound l i ke a basket bal l , i t s 
been t hat  way si nce t he f al l .

I  want  you t o know t hat  I  bl ame you. I t ?s t r ue. Al l  I  do i s t hi nk about  
you. And how I  woul d spend my days t oget her  i f  I  was gi ven t he chance t o. 

Not  t o sound cheesy, but  you make l ove easy. I t ?s as i f  I ?m r unni ng a 5k 
and not  comi ng back wheezy. You ar e t he cur e t o t he al l er gi es t hat  make 
me sneezy.

But  bef or e you go, I  want  you t o know, t hi s i s f or  you, yes you,

So 

Pl ease 

Don?t

Go

- L ove, Anonymous 
 



Review s

Read on to find out more 
about movies and books!



M.O.M. Br eakdown: How Power f ul  
Wanda Real l y  I s, And The Fol l ow Up 
of  L oss by L ucas L ago and Jacob 
L ev i ne

 

SPOILER WARNING : 

Part 0: The Introduction:

Recently, Marvel Studios came out with a movie called: Doctor 

Strange in the Multiverse of Madness. The movie followed up 

WandaVision, with new characters, like America Chavez, a 

multiversal traveler, and returning characters, like Sorcerer 

Supreme Wong, and the Scarlett Witch (Wanda Maximoff), and 

of course, Doctor Strange. Wanda is now deemed with the guilt 

of what happened in Westview, and how she took over a town 

and re-wrote reality to favor her. 

https://emojipedia.org/police-car-light/
https://emojipedia.org/police-car-light/


Part 1: The Summary: 

But before we get analytical, the reader must first understand the 

premise of the movie. The story starts with America Chavez and 

Doctor Strange running through a gap junction, which is the 

connection between universes. But it is not Earth 616?s Strange, it 's a 

new variant of him. They are being chased by a monster with runes 

(we?ll get to this later) on it. Defender Strange tries to take America?s 

powers and says that her sacrifice is infinitely greater than her life. 

Then, the rune monster impales Defender Strange, as Earth 616 

Strange wakes up in his bed, panting. 

The monster, sent by a trauma-ridden Wanda, can twist and turn to 

capture and impale Strange. This shows how Wanda has powers that 

she can project through dreams, and how she will do anything to get 

back to her children. 

Next, he gets ready for Christine Palmer?s wedding, an old friend who 

is now getting married. Strange and Palmer had a complicated 

relationship of friends-to-lovers-to-back-to-friends dynamic. While he?s 

there, he sees another rune-filled monster chasing America Chavez. 

He immediately engages in a chase, as America tries to run away. 

When things aren?t going as planned, Wong, the Sorcerer Supreme, 

shows up and uses his orange flashy whips to hold back the monster. 

They end up beating the monster, by poking out its eye. After, Wong 

and Strange meet up with America, and get to know her. 

This furthers the idea that Wanda has no problem sending a 

multiversal monster after a teenager to get her kids back.



Then, Strange goes to confront Wanda, which Wanda misinterpreted 

as a prosecution. Strange really wanted to get her help, because she 

is the strongest avenger. Later, it is revealed that Wanda was the one 

to send the monsters after Strange and Chavez in hopes to get her 

power. She wanted this multiversal ability, to see her children, Billy 

and Tommy again, after her reality was set back to normal in 

WandaVision. In a reality shifting manner, the viewer can see that 

Wanda has been using the darkhold, and knows Chavez?s location. 

Wanda says that she will be coming to Kamar-Taj, and will collect the 

girl. Wanda wants this to be as peaceful as possible, but will do 

whatever it takes. 

Wanda arrives at Kamar-Taj in a fume of black smoke. Strange rises, 

with his army of similar sorcerers. They are all armed with the power 

they have been taught. Wanda and Strange have this conversation 

about how reasonable Wanda was being and how she could just kick 

America out of existence but needs her power.

This shows the trauma Wanda endured has gone straight to her 

head and overcame her emotions and powers. And even after she 

read the darkhold, despite being corrupted by it, this is all out of her 

free will. Wanda can escape the darkhold, and especially at the end 

of the movie, she broke free from it and destroyed it in every way 

possible, throughout the multiverse. 

This proves two things, that Wanda is the strongest entity in the MCU 

so far, and that Wanda is the real villain throughout the movie. 



So here are our top favorite moments in the movie:

1. Wanda realizing that her kids are loved in all the 

multiverses and doesn?t have to continue to seek 

them out.

2. Wanda saying ?What Mouth?? to an Illuminati 

blackbolt, who uses his mouth for take down.

3. Wanda snapping Charles Xavier?s neck in a full 

horror scene.

4. Chavez and Strange traveling through a paint 

dimension.

5. The amazing humor and terrifying film aspects.

 



GCMS Mem or ies

Here are some of our 
graduating eighth graders 
favor ite memor ies at GCMS!



One of my favorite memories at GCMS was 6th grade orientation. It was a litt le scary at 

first and I was nervous, but that is when I met some of my new friends. I met them in 

homeroom, we were sitting at a table, and one of them was across from me and the 

other was next to me. We shared a laugh when one of us made a joke and then we knew 

that we would be friends. I am still friends with them to this day and I am glad that I got 

to become friends with them because my life would be completely different without 

them. I would not have the relationships I have with others now so I am grateful for that 

day.  

-Riley Danielowicz

My favorite memory from GCMS is becoming house leader. Although my middle school 

experience was weird I still had some fun times and memories I am able to share with 

you. Out of all of my favorite memories, the one that stood out to me the most was 

becoming house leader. This has to be my favorite because I feel super comfortable 

with my fellow housemates and every time we hang out it is always a blast. When I was 

chosen to be house leader in 7th grade, I felt like I was wanted and accepted in this 

school. My first year in middle school was super hard for me because I had just moved 

from West Orange. I had no friends and nobody to talk to, but this school has really 

helped me enhance my social skills. This is why I love being a House leader. GCMS has 

also helped me learn and become a better person from advisory classes and the best 

class ever Service Leadership. Therefore ,GCMS has helped me become a better 

human and has allowed me to have fun in school. - Ava Tsettos

A  GCMS memory I have is the Color Run in sixth grade. I loved getting covered in 
colorful dust as I ran around the school.I was smiling and laughing the whole time as I 
ran with my friends.Another favorite memory of mine was pumpkinology. In my  
homeroom in sixth grade, me and a group of kids got to carve a pumpkin. We had a 
contest to see whose pumpkin was most creative, most funny or most scary. Our 
pumpkin won the category for most scary.  We made a witch pumpkin. The best part 
was that I got to take the pumpkin home with me. My third favorite memory was being 
a part of the middle school play, Shrek Jr.! Finally, another memory I have is the Dorney 
trip that all of the music ensembles took this year. We participated in the High Notes 
festival, and our school won a superior trophy, the highest rank. Then, we had a fun day 
at Dorney Amusement Park in Pennsylvania.The best part was that we got to miss a day 
of school! Overall, my time at GCMS has been filled with lots of good memories I will 
cherish forever. - Catherine Humphrey



My favorite memory of my time at GCMS is very bittersweet.  In June 2021, I was 

instrumental in bringing to light to the GCMS student population and Caldwell/West 

Caldwell community the need for the GCMS dress code to be re-evaluated.  It was an 

exceedingly difficult time for me as I was met with tremendous opposition by many 

teachers and GCMS Administration.  However, with the support of a number of my peers, 

we were given an opportunity to make a presentation and express our legitimate concerns 

related to the dress code.  Fast forward to present, in April 2021 I was asked to attend 

meetings as a student representative to ?review dress code policies and handbook 

information from other surrounding districts, gather your feedback as to what is important 

in a dress code, and then create an agenda for a follow-up meeting.?

         I learned many valuable life lessons from my experiences surrounding the dress code 

and the actions I took to ensure that we were heard.  The entire movement was so much 

greater than a statement on fashion.  It was about equity, social responsibility, and 

acknowledging that one size does not fit all.  While there were some very difficult moments, 

disparaging comments from peers and teachers, and the realization that the GCMS 

community as a whole is very resistant to change, I would do it all again.  I learned that the 

power of social media can be harnessed for good, voices of then thirteen year old students 

will be heard, and that we will no longer accept archaic social norms or complacency.

         I must note that I was surprised to read the recent anonymous GCMS student 

submission in the GCMS Literary Magazine on the dress code.  The submission contained 

statements attributable to GCMS teachers as to the dress code.  I do not believe that it was 

an appropriate forum to include a submission with statements attributable as a quote to a 

GCMS teacher without identifying the sources as it immediately makes one question the 

veracity of the source, the source?s motivation, and the printed text.    The text as to the 

GCMS dress code in the GROVER CLEVELAND MIDDLE SCHOOL STUDENT HANDBOOK AND 

PLANNER 2021-2022 make no mention of clothes with holes.  It is, at this time, composed of 

only a few lines of text.  The author did not reference the current published document 

which also discredits the submission and opinions contained in the piece.  The author 

should have made certain he/she referenced current GCMS published material prior to 

submitting the piece for publication. Additionally, I strongly believe that the author made 

absolutely absurd statements as to women.  ?Every woman in our school and around the 

world rarely travels by themselves anymore and we are all completely capable of protecting 

ourselves from guys.?  Such a statement is not accurate, baseless, and  discredits all of the 

work done on the dress code from June 2021 to date.   Most alarming to me, it appears the 

article was authored by a female as it references ?us girls?.  

Change affects all people differently.  Some embrace change while others recoil.  I know in 

some circumstances, like updating the GCMS dress code, change, albeit slowly, is 

happening and I was a part of the change.  My favorite memory at GCMS is the change I 

made at GCMS.  While it may not be your opinion, I know I made a difference, a difference 

that will affect specifically fellow female GCMS students who will come after me.

-Ava Biunno

 



Phot ography

Beautiful photos and an 
intr iguing collage!



GCMS recent ly welcom ed 
a new f r iend int o our  
but t er f ly garden, a baby 
deer ! 

Phot os t aken by st af f  
phot ographer





N A S A -  K e n n e d y  
S p a c e  C e n t e r



This was my 5th t ime in Disney! I went  to 

Hol lywood Studios, Epcot , Univer sal, and 

NASA (not  in Disney). Some of  my favor i te 

r ides wer e Test  Tr ack  and Sl inky Dog Dash. 

Ther e wer e lots of  fun exper iences and this 

was def ini tely one of  my favor i te vacat ions! - 

Jul ia Kor nber g
 



Ar t icles

Articles that are detailed 
and interesting are in these 
next pages!



Hall of Fame baseball manager Casey Stengel once stated, ?No 

baseball pitcher would be worth a darn without a catcher who 

could handle the hot fastball.?  In baseball, the pitcher?s and the 

catcher?s chemistry is often the deciding factor in a game. The 

pitcher-catcher duo is one of the most important combinations 

in sports. They are often referred to as ?the battery,?because if 

they don't work well together the team will fail.  For those who 

don't know, catcher is the position in baseball that basically 

controls the entire field. He is the quarterback of baseball, 

calling the pitches that the pitcher throws. The pitcher, on the 

other hand, is the person who throws all the pitches to the 

catcher. He faces the batters, and tries to hold the other team 

to as few hits as possible.  Even though these two positions 

work together, their roles in the game are entirely different. The 

pitcher?s and the catcher 's perception of the game of baseball is 

different from each other, as they view the game from different 

angles even though they work closely together. 

Pi t cher  and Cat cher  by Har r y  
Bl ock and Bi l l y  Hof f man



As a pitcher, there is a very long warm-up routine, especially for starting pitchers. The first 

thing I do in my warm-up are basic stretches that include arm circles, arm tugs, and other 

exercises to get my throwing arm ready. After I do that, I get on the resistance bands. I do a 

variety of stretches to make sure my arm is loose. If I feel that something is tight I do more 

stretches for that spot until it feels loose. When the team starts throwing I go out to start my 

warm-up pitches. I like to start my throwing routine by throwing a short distance and 

gradually going farther. I then go to the bullpen and work with Coach Picillo to make sure that 

I am using proper mechanics. Then, I go back to the resistance bands before I rest until the 

game starts. When it is finally my time to pitch, I walk up to the mound to throw more 

warm-up pitches. A pitcher gets between 7 to 10 pitches to warm up each inning. I like to 

throw two curveballs and five fastballs in my warmups. Before each live pitch to a batter, I 

step on the mound, moving the ball in my hand looking in for the catcher?s sign. Once I get 

the sign, I find the correct grip and get ready to throw. I repeat this routine with each and 

every pitch. When I am pitching, the only thing going through my head is making sure my 

mechanics are on point. Between pitches, I kick dirt around the mound to make sure that 

there are no holes I can fall into. When there are runners on base, there is even more for me 

to think about. This does not stop me from thinking about my mechanics, but I also need to 

see if I have a pick-off sign or play and or other ways to deceive the runner. I can do this by 

slide stepping, changing the timing of my delivery and even pickoffs. When the ball gets hit 

off the bat the thought that comes to my mind is ?please get the ball; don't let it drop.? If the 

ball does drop the pitcher can not stand around. I have to either back up a throw to third or 

home. When I get taken out from the game is normally when I go past my pitch count. If I get 

taken out in the 4th inning or later I normally sit the rest of the game, so as not to hurt my 

arm. I have some good starts, while also having some shaky starts. All young pitchers like me 

are still learning and perfecting our pitches. As a pitcher, you just need to go out there and 

have the confidence to throw strikes.



As the catcher for the Caldwell Travel Team, the warmups take a lot of effort. During warm-ups, I 

(Billy) have to take the time to stretch out my legs and my arms. If I don't stretch my arm out enough, 

I will hurt it while throwing the ball, especially from home plate to second base, which is a distance of 

127 feet.  This is the same distance as a major league field.  I also need to make sure my legs are 

warmed up, because I will be squatting for basically the whole game. It is painful, but in the end it is 

worth it. I  like to think that as catcher I am a big part of our team's success. As much as I love to 

catch, with all of the signs to remember it can get really stressful. Keeping track of all of the signs is 

difficult, but in my opinion the most difficult part of being a catcher is the most important part of 

catching. With all the pitchers on my team, there is also a huge variation in pitch speed and pitch 

depth. What I mean by pitch depth are the types of pitches the pitcher can throw, such as a 

curveball, changeup, fastball and many others. Those are the main types of pitches that are thrown 

to me. Not only do I have to catch a ball coming in at 50-60 miles per hour, but I also have to block 

some of the balls that are thrown in the dirt to make sure they do not get past me. If runners are on 

base and the ball gets by me, the runner might advance and that will mean that I did not do my job, 

so I try my hardest to stop that from happening. It can be very difficult sometimes, however, because 

of the trajectory of the pitch. It can take a weird bounce and go in a completely opposite direction 

from what I expected, so I have to keep that in mind. It can also be very painful while blocking 

because most of the time the ball hits a part of my body that is not covered in padding, such as my 

wrists, forearms or thighs. Those marks and bruises always hurt for the rest of the game, and 

sometimes can hurt for up to a whole week! After catching since second grade, it is safe to say that I 

would rather catch a pitcher who is slow and accurate, than a fast and wild pitcher any day of the 

week. However, if the pitcher is fast and accurate that is great too. 

All in all, even though pitchers and catchers work closely together throughout a baseball game, they 

have very different roles. A pitcher needs to focus on the pitches while the catcher is directing him 

through the game. Different pitchers use different catchers who they feel direct their game better. 

One of the most important aspects of baseball is defense, which cannot be done without a good 

pitcher and catcher combination. 
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